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RASTER GRID PATHOLOGY AND THE CURE⇤

ALBERT FANNJIANG†

Abstract. Blind ptychography is a phase retrieval method using multiple coded di↵raction
patterns from di↵erent, overlapping parts of the unknown extended object illuminated with an un-
known window function. The window function is also known as the probe in the optics literature. As
such blind ptychography is an inverse problem of simultaneous recovery of the object and the win-
dow function given the intensities of the windowed Fourier transform and has a multiscale set-up in
which the probe has an intermediate scale between the pixel scale and the macroscale of the extended
object. The uniqueness problem for blind ptychography is analyzed rigorously for the raster scan
(of a constant step size ⌧) and its perturbations. The block phases are shown to form an arithmetic
progression and the complete characterization of the raster scan ambiguities is given, including, first,
the periodic raster grid pathology of degrees of freedom proportional to ⌧2, and, second, a nonperi-
odic, arithmetically progressing phase shift from block to block. Finally, irregularly perturbed raster
scans are shown to remove all ambiguities other than the inherent ambiguities of the scaling factor
and the a�ne phase factor under general requirements, including roughly the minimum overlap ratio
50%.
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1. Introduction. In the last decade, ptychography has made rapid technological
advances and developed into a powerful lensless coherent imaging method [18, 36,
40]. Ptychography collects the di↵raction patterns from overlapping illuminations of
various parts of the unknown object using a localized coherent source (the probe)
[27, 30, 31] and builds on the advances in synthetic aperture methods to extend
phase retrieval to unlimited objects and enhance imaging resolution [5, 19, 25, 26, 29]
(Figure 1(a)). Blind ptychography goes a step further and seeks to reconstruct both
the unknown object and the unknown probe simultaneously [28, 35].

Mathematically, blind ptychography is an inverse problem of simultaneous recov-
ery of the object and the window function (the probe) given the intensities of the
windowed Fourier transform (coded di↵raction patterns) as the data. In ptychogra-
phy, the window function has an intermediate scale between the pixel scale and the
macroscale of the extended object.

The performance of ptychography depends on factors such as the type of illu-
mination and the measurement scheme, including the amounts of overlap and probe
positions. For example, the use of randomly structured illuminations can improve pty-
chographic reconstruction over that with regular illuminations [3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 16, 21,
29, 32, 33, 34, 38, 39]. Experiments suggest an overlap ratio of at least 50%, typically
60%–70% between adjacent illuminations for blind ptychography [2, 22]. Optimizing
the scan pattern can significantly improve the performance of ptychography and is an
important part of the experimental design.
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(a) Ptychography set-up (b) raster scan pattern

Fig. 1. Simplified ptychographic set-up showing a Cartesian grid used for the overlapping raster
scan positions [24].

In particular, empirical evidence repeatedly points to the pitfalls of the raster
scan, which is experimentally the easiest to implement [14] (Figure 1(b)). Raster
scanning refers to the positions of the window function. The raster scan scheme is
susceptible to periodic artifacts, known as raster grid pathology, attributed to the
regularity and symmetry of the scan positions [35].

On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, raster grid pathology has not
been precisely formulated and analyzed. The purpose of the present work is a com-
plete analysis of raster grid pathology from the perspective of uniqueness of the inverse
problem. Uniqueness of solution is fundamental to any inverse problem. The excep-
tions to uniqueness are the ambiguities of the inverse problem. We identify the raster
grid pathology reported in the optics literature as periodic ambiguities of period equal
to the step size of the raster scan. Moreover, we will characterize all the other ambigu-
ities inherent to the raster scan ptychography and consider a simple modification that
can eliminate all the ambiguities except for those inherent to any blind ptychography.

Note that raster grid pathology only appears in blind ptychography but not in
ptychography with a known probe. If the known probe is randomly phased and the
adjacent probes overlap su�ciently, then the only ambiguity is a negligible constant
phase factor [3].

Also there are two ambiguities inherent to any blind ptychography: a scaling
factor and an a�ne phase factor. To give a precise description, we introduce some
notation as follows.

Let Z2
n = J0, n� 1K2 be the object domain containing the support of the discrete

object f , where Jk, lK denotes the integers between, and including, k  l 2 Z. Let
M00 := Z2

m,m < n, be the initial probe area, i.e., the support of the probe µ00

describing the illumination field. Here n is the global scale and m the intermediate
scale of the set-up.

Let T be the set of all shifts, including (0, 0), involved in the ptychographic
measurement. Denote by µt the t-shifted probe for all t 2 T and Mt the domain
of µt. Let f t the object restricted to Mt. We refer to each f t as a part of f and
write f = _tf t, where _ is the “union” of functions consistent over their common
support set. In ptychography, the original object is broken up into a set of overlapping
object parts, each of which produces a µt-coded di↵raction pattern. The totality of
the coded di↵raction patterns is called the ptychographic measurement data. Let ⌫00

(with t = (0, 0)) and g = _tgt be any pair of the probe and the object estimates
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producing the same ptychography data as µ00 and f , i.e., the di↵raction pattern of
⌫t � gt is identical to that of µt � f t, where ⌫t is the t-shift of ⌫00 and gt is the
restriction of g to Mt. For convenience, we assume the value zero for µt, f t, ⌫t, gt

outside of Mt and the periodic boundary condition on Z2
n when µt crosses over the

boundary of Z2
n.

Consider the probe and object estimates

⌫00(n) = µ00(n) exp(�ia� iw · n), n 2 M00,(1)

g(n) = f(n) exp(ib+ iw · n), n 2 Z2
n,(2)

for any a, b 2 R and w 2 R2. For any t, we have the calculation

⌫t(n) = ⌫00(n� t)

= µ00(n� t) exp(�iw · (n� t)) exp(�ia)

= µt(n) exp(�iw · (n� t)) exp(�ia)

and hence for all n 2 Mt, t 2 T ,

⌫t(n)gt(n) = µt(n)f t(n) exp(i(b� a)) exp(iw · t).(3)

Clearly, (3) implies that g and ⌫00 produce the same ptychographic data as f and
µ00 since for each t, ⌫t � gt is a constant phase factor times µt � f t, where � is the
entrywise (Hadamard) product.

In addition to the a�ne phase ambiguity (1)–(2), another ambiguity, a scaling
factor (g = cf, ⌫00 = c�1µ00, c > 0), is also inherent to any blind ptychography as can
easily be checked. We refer to the scaling factor and the a�ne phase ambiguity as
the inherent ambiguities of blind ptychography. Note that when the probe is exactly
known ⌫00 = µ00, neither ambiguity can occur.

A recent theory of uniqueness for blind ptychography with random probes [9] es-
tablishes that for general sampling schemes and with high probability (in the selection
of the random probe), we have the relation

⌫t � gt = ei✓tµt � f t, t 2 T ,(4)

for some constants ✓t 2 R (called block phases here) if g and ⌫t produce the same
di↵raction pattern as f and µt for all t 2 T . The masked object parts wt := µt � f t

are also known as the exit waves in the scanning transmission electron microscopy
literature.

We refer to (4) as the local uniqueness of the exit waves which means unique
determination of the exit waves up to the block phases but not globally since ✓t can
depend on t and vary from block to block. However, the block phase profile is not
arbitrary. For example, block phases for the raster scan always form an arithmetic
progression (Theorem 3.1), possessing two degrees of freedom.

Once the exit waves  t are determined up to block phases, relation (4) with ✓t
treated as parameters represents a bilinear system (in ⌫00 and g) of m2⇥|T | equations
coupled through the overlap between adjacent blocks. The total number of complex
variables is n2 + m2. In the case of raster scan with step size ⌧ , |T | ⇡ n2/⌧2 and
m2|T | ⇡ n2(⌧/m)�2, where the shift ratio ⌧/m is 1 minus the overlap ratio (m�⌧)/m.
For 50% overlap ratio and m < n, m2|T | ⇡ 4n2, a couple times larger than (n2+m2).
This speaks of the potential redundancy of information in (4) on dimension count.
Yet this simplistic analysis is deceptive as we will see that due to degenerate coupling
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the raster scan has ambiguities of exactly ⌧2+2 degrees of freedom in addition to the
three degrees of freedom of the inherent ambiguities discussed above.

We will take (4) as the starting point of our analysis of raster scan ambiguities.
We refer to any pair (⌫00, g) that satisfy (4) as a ptychographic solution and (µ00, f)
the true solution. Any ptychographic solution other than the true one is an ambiguity
of blind ptychography. As noted above, the ambiguities of a constant scaling factor
and a�ne phase factor are inherent to any blind ptychographic scheme. In this paper
we aim first to characterize all the other ambiguities in the raster scan and, second,
to show how to harness the nonlinear intermediate-scale coupling in (4) by more
nuanced schemes with pixel-scale changes to totally eradicate ambiguities other than
the inherent ones.

Throughout the paper, we make the convenient assumption of a nonvanishing
probe (i.e., µ00(n) 6= 0 for all n 2 M00) which is not strictly necessary. Physically
speaking, a nonvanishing probe is transparent and casts no shadow on the object.
On the other hand, as vanishing probe pixels would destroy the information of the
corresponding object pixels (by multiplication) certain restriction on the pattern of
vanishing probe pixels is inevitable, the stronger the restriction the smaller the over-
lapping ratio.

1.1. Our contribution. We first prove that the block phases of the raster scan
of any step size ⌧ < m always have an a�ne profile (section 3, Theorem 3.1). We
then give a complete characterization of the raster scan ambiguities (Theorem 4.3).

Roughly speaking, there are two types of ambiguities besides the inherent ambigu-
ities. First, there is the nonperiodic, arithmetically progressing ambiguity, inherited
from the aforementioned a�ne block phase profile, which varies on the block scale,
while the a�ne phase ambiguity varies on the pixel scale.

Second, there are ⌧ -periodic ambiguities of ⌧2 degrees of freedom, which we iden-
tify as a mathematical description of the raster grid pathology reported in the optics
literature, i.e., the larger the step size the (much) more severe the raster scan pathol-
ogy which cannot be removed without extra prior information.

Finally we demonstrate a simple mechanism for eliminating all the other ambigui-
ties except the scaling factor and the a�ne phase ambiguity by slightly perturbing the
raster scan with the minimum overlap ratio roughly 50%, consistent with experimen-
tal findings in the optics literature (section 5, Theorem 5.5). The optimal trade-o↵
between the speed of data acquisition and the convergence rate of reconstruction lies
in the balance between the average step size and the overlap size.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give a detailed
presentation of the raster scan. In section 3, we prove that the block phases have
an a�ne profile. In section 4, we give a complete characterization of the raster scan
ambiguities. In section 5 we show that slightly perturbed raster scan has no other
ambiguities than the scaling factor and the a�ne phase ambiguity. In section 6, we
give a numerical demonstration of the perturbed raster scan. We conclude with a few
remarks in section 7.

2. Raster scan. In this section, we give a precise formulation of the standard
raster scans with various step sizes. In particular, we distinguish two cases: the under-
shifting schemes with an overlap ratio greater than 50% and the overshifting schemes
with an overlap ratio less than 50%.

The raster scan can be formulated as the two-dimensional (2D) lattice with the
basis {v1,v2},

T = {tkl ⌘ kv1 + lv2 : k, l 2 Z} , v1,v2 2 Z2,(5)
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acting on the object domain Z2
n. Instead of v1 and v2 we can also take u1 = `11v1 +

`12v2 and u2 = `21v1 + `22v2 for integers `ij with `11`22 � `12`21 = ±1. This ensures
that v1 and v2 themselves are integer linear combinations of u1,u2. Every lattice
basis defines a fundamental parallelogram, which determines the lattice. There are
five 2D lattice types, called period lattices, as given by the crystallographic restriction
theorem. In contrast, there are 14 lattice types in three dimensions, called Bravais
lattices [4].

We will focus on the simplest raster scan corresponding to the square lattice with
v1 = (⌧, 0),v2 = (0, ⌧) of step size ⌧ 2 N. Our results can easily be extended to other
lattice schemes.

Under the periodic boundary condition the raster scan with the step size ⌧ =
n/q, q 2 N, T consists of tkl = ⌧(k, l), with k, l 2 {0, 1, . . . , q � 1}. The periodic
boundary condition means that for k = q�1 or l = q�1 the shifted probe is wrapped
around into the other end of the object domain. Denote the tkl-shifted probes and
blocks by µkl and Mkl, respectively. Likewise, denote by fkl the object restricted to
the shifted domain Mkl.

Depending on whether ⌧  m/2 (the undershifting case) or ⌧ > m/2 (the over-
shifting case), we have two types of schemes. For the former case, all pixels of the
object participate in an equal number of di↵raction patterns. For the latter case,
however, 4(m � ⌧)2 pixels participate in four, 4(2⌧ � m)(m � ⌧) pixels participate
in two, and (2⌧ �m)2 pixels participate in only one di↵raction pattern, resulting in
uneven coverage of the object.

2.1. The undershifting scheme ⌧  m/2. For simplicity of presentation we
consider the case of ⌧ = m/p for some integer p � 2 (i.e., pn = qm). As noted above,
all pixels of the object participate in the same number (i.e., 2p) of di↵raction patterns.
The borderline case ⌧ = m/2 (dubbed the minimalist scheme in [3]) corresponds to
p = 2.

We partition the cyclical tkl-shifted probe µkl and the corresponding domain into
equal-sized square blocks as

µkl =

2

6664

µkl
00 µkl

10 · · · µkl
p�1,0

µkl
01 µkl

11 · · · µkl
p�1,1

...
...

...
...

µkl
0,p�1 µkl

1,p�1 · · · µkl
p�1,p�1

3

7775
, µkl

ij 2 Cm/p⇥m/p,(6)

Mkl =

2

6664

Mkl
00 Mkl

10 · · · Mkl
p�1,0

Mkl
01 Mkl

11 · · · Mkl
p�1,1

...
...

...
...

Mkl
0,p�1 Mkl

1,p�1 · · · Mkl
p�1,p�1

3

7775
, Mkl

ij 2 Zm/p⇥m/p,(7)

under the periodic boundary condition

µq�1�i,k
j,l = µ0k

j�i�1,l, µk,q�1�i
l,j = µk0

l,j�i�1,(8)

Mq�1�i,k
j,l = M0k

j�i�1,l, Mk,q�1�i
l,j = Mk0

l,j�i�1(9)

for all 0  i  j � 1  p� 2, k = 1, . . . , q � 1, l = 1, . . . , p� 1.
Accordingly, we divide the object f into q2 nonoverlapping square blocks

f =

2

64
f00 . . . fq�1,0
...

...
...

f0,q�1 . . . fq�1,q�1

3

75 , fij 2 Cm/p⇥m/p.(10)
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2.2. The overshifting scheme ⌧ > m/2. Because of uneven coverage of the
object domain, the over-shifting case is more complicated.

We divide the shifted probe µkl and its domain as

µkl =

2

64
µkl
00 µkl

10 µkl
20

µkl
01 µkl

11 µkl
21

µkl
02 µkl

12 µkl
22

3

75 2 Cm⇥m,(11)

Mkl =

2

64
Mkl

00 Mkl
10 Mkl

20

Mkl
01 Mkl

11 Mkl
21

Mkl
02 Mkl

12 Mkl
22

3

75 2 Zm⇥m(12)

under the periodic boundary condition

Mq�1,k
2j =M0k

0j Mk,q�1
i2 = Mk0

i0 ,(13)

µq�1,k
2j = µ0k

0j , µk,q�1
i2 = µk0

i0 ,(14)

for all k = 1, . . . , q � 1 and i, j = 0, 1, 2, where q is the number of shifts in each
direction.

Note that the sizes of these blocks are not equal: the four corner blocks are
(m � ⌧) ⇥ (m � ⌧), the center block is (2⌧ �m) ⇥ (2⌧ �m), and the rest are either
(2⌧ �m)⇥ (m� ⌧) or (m� ⌧)⇥ (2⌧ �m). As a result, the corresponding partition
of f also has unequally sized blocks.

We write

f =
q�1_

k,l=0

fkl, fkl =

2

64
fkl
00 fkl

10 fkl
20

fkl
01 fkl

11 fkl
21

fkl
02 fkl

12 fkl
22

3

75 2 Cm⇥m,(15)

where, for i, j = 0, 1, 2, k, l = 0, . . . , q � 1,

fkl
2j =fk+1,l

0j , fk,l
i2 = fk,l+1

i0 .

3. A�ne block phases. Let S be any cyclic subgroup of T generated by v,
i.e., S := {tj = jv : j = 0, . . . , s � 1}, of order s, i.e., sv = 0 mod n. For ease of
notation, denote by µk, fk, ⌫k, gk, and Mk for the respective tk-shifted quantities.

Theorem 3.1. As in (4), suppose that

⌫k � gk = ei✓kµk � fk, k = 0, . . . , s� 1,(16)

where µk and ⌫k vanish nowhere in Mk. If, for all k = 0, . . . , s� 1,

Mk \Mk+1 \ supp(f) \ (supp(f) + v) 6= ;,(17)

then the sequence {✓0, ✓1, . . . , ✓s�1} is an arithmetic progression where �✓ = ✓k�✓k�1

is an integer multiple of 2⇡/s.

Remark 3.2. If f has a full support, i.e., supp(f) = Z2
n, then (17) holds for any

step size ⌧ < m (i.e., positive overlap).
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Proof. Rewriting (16) in the form

⌫k+1(n)gk+1(n) = ei✓k+1µk+1(n)fk+1(n)(18)

and substituting (16) into (18) for n 2 Mk \Mk+1, we have

ei✓kfk(n)µk(n)/⌫k(n) = ei✓k+1fk+1(n)µk+1(n)/⌫k+1(n)

and hence for all n 2 Mk \Mk+1 \ supp(f),

ei✓kµk(n)/⌫k(n) = ei✓k+1µk+1(n)/⌫k+1(n).(19)

For all j = 0, . . . , s� 1, substituting

⌫j(n) = ⌫j+1(n+ v), µj(n) = µj+1(n+ v),(20)

into (19), we have that for n 2 Mk \Mk+1 \ supp(f)

ei✓kµk+1(n+ v)/⌫k+1(n+ v)

= ei✓k+1µk+2(n+ v)/⌫k+2(n+ v),

or equivalently

ei✓kµk+1(n)/⌫k+1(n) = ei✓k+1µk+2(n)/⌫k+2(n),(21)

8n 2 Mk+1 \Mk+2 \ (supp(f) + v)

On the other hand, (19) also implies

ei✓k+1µk+1(n)/⌫k+1(n) = ei✓k+2µk+2(n)/⌫k+2(n),(22)

8n 2 Mk+1 \Mk+2 \ supp(f).

Hence, if

Mk \Mk+1 \ supp(f) \ (supp(f) + v) 6= ;,

then (22) and (21) imply that

ei✓k+1e�i✓k = ei✓ke�i✓k�1 8k = 0, . . . , s� 1(23)

and hence �✓ = ✓k � ✓k�1 is independent of k. In other words, {✓0, ✓1, ✓2 . . . } is an
arithmetic progression.

Moreover, the periodic boundary condition and the fact that sv = 0 mod 2⇡
imply that s�✓ is an integer multiple of 2⇡.

Applying Theorem 3.1 to the two-generator square lattice group T we have the
following result.

Corollary 3.3. For the full raster scan T , the block phases have the profile

✓kl = ✓00 + r · (k, l), k, l = 0, . . . , q � 1,(24)

for some ✓00 2 R and r = (r1, r2), where r1 and r2 are integer multiples of 2⇡/q.
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4. Raster scan ambiguities. In this section we give a complete characteriza-
tion of the raster scan ambiguities other than the scaling factor and the a�ne phase
ambiguity (1)–(2), including the arithmetically progressing phase factor inherited from
the block phases and the raster grid pathology which has a ⌧ -periodic structure of
⌧ ⇥ ⌧ degrees of freedom. We will resume the set-up of section 2.

Before we state the general result. Let us consider two examples of the under-
shifting schemes to illustrate each type of ambiguity separately.

The first example shows an ambiguity resulting from the arithmetically progress-
ing block phases which make positive and negative imprints on the object and phase
estimates, respectively.

Example 4.1. For q = 3, ⌧ = m/2, let

f =

2

4
f00 f10 f20
f01 f11 f21
f02 f12 f22

3

5 ,

g =

2

4
f00 ei2⇡/3f10 ei4⇡/3f20

ei2⇡/3f01 ei4⇡/3f11 f21
ei4⇡/3f02 f12 ei2⇡/3f22

3

5

be the object and its reconstruction, respectively, where fij 2 Cn/3⇥n/3. Let

µkl =

"
µkl
00 µkl

10

µkl
01 µkl

11

#
, ⌫kl =

"
µkl
00 e�i2⇡/3µkl

10

e�i2⇡/3µkl
01 e�i4⇡/3µkl

11

#
,

k, l = 0, 1, 2, be the (k, l)th shift of the probe and estimate, respectively, where
µkl
ij 2 Cn/3⇥n/3.

Let f ij and gij be the part of the object and estimate illuminated by µij and ⌫ij ,
respectively. For example, we have

f00 =


f00 f10
f01 f11

�
, f10 =


f10 f20
f11 f21

�
, f20 =


f20 f00
f21 f01

�

and likewise for other f ij and gij . It is easily seen that ⌫ij �gij = ei(i+j)2⇡/3µij �f ij .

The next example illustrates the periodic artifact called raster grid pathology.

Example 4.2. For q = 3, ⌧ = m/2, and any  2 Cn
3
⇥n

3 , let

f =

2

4
f00 f10 f20
f01 f11 f21
f02 f12 f22

3

5 ,

g =

2

4
e�i � f00 e�i � f10 e�i � f20
e�i � f01 e�i � f11 e�i � f21
e�i � f02 e�i � f12 e�i � f22

3

5

be the object and its reconstruction, respectively, where fij 2 Cn/3⇥n/3. Let

µkl =

"
µkl
00 µkl

10

µkl
01 µkl

11

#
, ⌫kl =

"
ei � µkl

00 ei � µkl
10

ei � µkl
01 ei � µkl

11

#
,

k, l = 0, 1, 2, be the (k, l)th shift of the probe and estimate, respectively, where
µkl
ij 2 Cn/3⇥n/3.
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Let f ij and gij be the part of the object and estimate illuminated by µij and ⌫ij ,
respectively (as in Example 4.1). It is verified easily that ⌫ij � gij = µij � f ij .

The combination of the above two types of ambiguity gives rise to the general
ambiguities for blind ptychography with the raster scan as stated next.

Theorem 4.3. Let supp(f) = Z2
n. Consider the raster scan T and suppose that

an object estimate g and a probe estimate ⌫00 satisfy the relation

⌫kl � gkl = ei✓klµkl � fkl, ✓kl = ✓00 + r · (k, l)(25)

as given by Theorem 3.1 where µkl and ⌫kl vanish nowhere for all k, l.
The following statements hold.
(I) For ⌧  m/2, if, for any  2 C⌧⇥⌧ ,

⌫0000 = ei � µ00
00,(26)

then

⌫00kl = e�ir·(k,l)ei � µ00
kl , k, l = 0, . . . , p� 1,(27)

gkl = ei✓00eir·(k,l)e�i � fkl, k, l = 0, . . . , q � 1.(28)

(II) For ⌧ > m/2, if

"
⌫0000 ⌫0010
⌫0001 ⌫0011

#
= ei �

"
µ00
00 µ00

10

µ00
01 µ00

11

#
(29)

for any

 =


 00  10

 01  11

�
2 C⌧⇥⌧ ,

then
"
gkl00 gkl10
gkl01 gkl11

#
= ei✓00eir·(k,l)e�i �

"
fkl
00 fkl

10

fkl
01 fkl

11

#
(30)

for all k, l = 0, . . . , q � 1. Moreover,

⌫002j = e�ir1ei 0j � µ00
2j , j = 0, 1,(31)

⌫00j2 = e�ir2ei j0 � µ00
j2, j = 0, 1,(32)

⌫0022 = e�i(r1+r2)ei 00 � µ00
22(33)

and hence

gkl2j = ei✓00eir·(k+1,l)e�i 0j � fkl
2j , j = 0, 1,(34)

gklj2 = ei✓00eir·(k,l+1)e�i j0 � fkl
j2 , j = 0, 1,(35)

gkl22 = ei✓00eir·(k+1,l+1)e�i 00 � fkl
22.(36)

Remark 4.4. Since  is any complex ⌧ ⇥ ⌧ matrix, (26) and (29) represent the
maximum degrees of ambiguity over the respective initial subblocks. This ambiguity
is transmitted to other subblocks, forming periodic artifacts called the raster grid
pathology.
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On top of the periodic artifacts, there is the nonperiodic ambiguity inherited from
the a�ne block phase profile. The nonperiodic arithmetically progressing ambiguity is
di↵erent from the a�ne phase ambiguity (1)–(2) as they manifest on di↵erent scales:
the former is constant in each ⌧ ⇥ ⌧ block (indexed by k, l), while the latter varies
from pixel to pixel.

Proof.
(I) For ⌧  m/2, recall the decomposition

⌫kl =

2

6664

⌫kl00 ⌫kl10 · · · ⌫klp�1,0

⌫kl01 µkl
11 · · · ⌫klp�1,1

...
...

...
...

⌫kl0,p�1 ⌫kl1,p�1 · · · ⌫klp�1,p�1

3

7775
, g =

2

64
g00 . . . gq�1,0
...

...
...

g0,q�1 . . . gq�1,q�1

3

75 ,

with ⌫klij , gij 2 Cm/p⇥m/p, in analogy to (6) and (10).

g00 = ei✓00e�i � f00

by restricting (25) to M00
00.

For n 2 M10
00, we have

⌫1000 � g10 = ei✓10µ10
00 � f10,

by (25), and

⌫1000(n) = ⌫0000 (n� (⌧, 0)) =
�
ei � µ00

00

�
(n� (⌧, 0)) =

�
ei � µ10

00

�
(n)

by (26). Hence
g10 = ei✓10e�i � f10

implying
⌫0010 � g10 = ei✓10e�i ⌫0010 � f10 = ei✓00µ00

10 � f10

by (25) and consequently

⌫0010 = ei✓00e�i✓10ei µ00
10.

Repeating the same argument for the adjacent blocks in both directions, we
obtain

⌫00kl = ei✓00e�i✓klei � µ00
kl ,

gkl = ei✓kle�i � fkl,

which are equivalent to (27) and (28) in view of the block phase profile in
(24).

(II) First recall

µkl =

2

64
µkl
00 µkl

10 µkl
20

µkl
01 µkl

11 µkl
21

µkl
02 µkl

12 µkl
22

3

75 , g =
q�1_

k,l=0

gkl, gkl =

2

64
gkl00 gkl10 gkl20
gkl01 gkl11 gkl21
gkl02 gkl12 gkl22

3

75

in analogy to (11) and (15).
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Since

⌫kl(n) = ⌫00(n� ⌧(k, l))), µkl(n) = µ00(n� ⌧(k, l)),(37)

(30) follows from (29) and (25).
By (29) and restricting (25) to M10

0j , j = 0, 1, we obtain

g002j = g100j = ei✓10e�i 0j � f10
0j = ei✓10e�i 0j � f00

2j , j = 0, 1,

which implies by (25)

⌫002j = ei✓00e�i✓10ei 0j � µ00
2j , j = 0, 1,

⌫00j2 = ei✓00e�i✓01ei j0 � µ00
j2, j = 0, 1,

and consequently (31) and (32).
By (37) and restricting (25) to Mkl

2j ,Mkl
j2, j = 0, 1, we have (34) and (35).

For (36) with (k, l) = (0, 0), the block M10
02 = M00

22 is masked by µ10
02, a translate

of µ00
02. By restricting (25) to M10

02,

g0022 = g1002 = ei(✓10+✓01�✓00)e�i 00 � f00
22 ,(38)

which is equivalent to (36) with (k, l) = (0, 0). Then (25) and (38) imply

⌫0022 = ei(✓00�✓10)ei(✓00�✓01)ei 00 � µ00
22,(39)

which is equivalent to (33).
For general k, l, (33) becomes

⌫kl22 = e�i(r1+r2)ei 00 � µkl
22.(40)

By (40) and restricting (25) to Mkl
22 we have

gkl22 = ei✓klei(r1+r2)e�i 00 � fkl
22

and hence (36).

When ⌧ = 1, the nonperiodic, arithmetically progressing ambiguity and the a�ne
phase ambiguity become the same. In addition, for ⌧ = 1 the raster grid pathology
becomes a constant phase factor which can be ignored [17].

Corollary 4.5. If ⌧ = 1 (i.e., q = n, p = m) and (25) holds, then the probe and
the object can be uniquely and simultaneously determined.

Proof. For ⌧ = 1, µ00 consists of just one pixel and  is a number. Hence
µ00 = ⌫00 up to a constant phase factor and (27)–(28) then imply that the a�ne
phase ambiguity is the only ambiguity modulo the constant phase factor.

5. Slightly perturbed raster scan. In this section, we demonstrate a simple
way to remove all the raster scan ambiguities except for the scaling factor and the
a�ne phase ambiguity.

For the rest of the paper, we assume that f does not vanish in Z2
n.

We consider the perturbed raster scan (Figure 2(a))

tkl = ⌧(k, l) + (�1k, �
2
l ), k, l = 0, . . . , q � 1,(41)
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(a) Perturbed grid given by (41) (b) Perturbed grid given by (42)

Fig. 2. Two perturbed raster scans.

where �1k, �
2
l are small integers relative to ⌧ and m� ⌧ (see Theorem 5.5 for details).

More general than (41) is the perturbed grid pattern (Figure 2(b)),

tkl = ⌧(k, l) +
�
�1kl, �

2
kl

�
, k, l = 0, . . . , q � 1,(42)

which is harder to analyze, and we will present numerical simulation to confirm its
performance. Without loss of generality we set �10 = �20 = 0 and hence t00 = (0, 0).

As before we assume that supp[µ00] = supp[⌫00] = M00. Let us write the probe
and object errors as

⌫00(n)/µ00(n) := ↵(n) exp (i�(n)), n 2 M00,(43)

h(n) := ln g(n)� ln f(n), n 2 Z2
n,(44)

where we assume ↵(n) 6= 0 for all n 2 M00, and rewrite (4) as

h(n+ t) = i✓t � ln↵(n)� i�(n) mod i2⇡(45)

for n 2 M00.
By (45) with t = (0, 0),

h(n) = i✓00 � ln↵(n)� i�(n) 8n 2 M00(46)

and hence for all t 2 T and n 2 M00

h(n+ t)� h(n) = i✓t � i✓00 mod i2⇡.(47)

We wish to generalize such a relationship to the case where t in (47) is replaced
by e1 = (1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1).

5.1. A simple perturbation. Let us first study the simple example of the two-
shift perturbation to the raster scan with �12 = �22 = �1 but all other �jk = 0, i.e.,
tkl = ⌧(k, l) for (k, l) 6= (2, 0), (0, 2). Then

h(n+ 2t10 � t20) = h(n+ (1, 0)),(48)

h(n+ 2t01 � t02) = h(n+ (0, 1)).(49)
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There are several routes of reduction from (1, 0) to (0, 0) via the shifts in T . For
example, we can proceed from (1, 0) = 2t10 � t20 to (0, 0) along the path

(2t10 � t20) �! (t10 � t20) �! t10 �! (0, 0)(50)

by repeatedly applying (47) where the direction of the second step is to be reversed
since �t20 62 T (T is no longer a group even under the periodic boundary condition).
The direction is important for keeping track of the domain of validity of (47) along
the path. Hence for all

n 2 (M00 + t20 � t10) \M00(51)

we have

h(n+ 2t10 � t20) = h(n+ t10 � t20) + i✓10 � i✓00

= h(n+ t10) + i✓10 � i✓20

= h(n) + 2i✓10 � i✓20 � i✓00

and hence

h(n+ (1, 0)) = h(n) + i�1, �1 := 2✓10 � ✓20 � ✓00(52)

modulo i2⇡.
Let us consider another alternative route for reduction:

(2t10 � t20) �! 2t10 �! t10 �! (0, 0),(53)

where the proper direction for the first step in applying (47) is reversed. Keeping
track of the domain of validity along the path, we have

h(n+ 2t10 � t20) = h(n+ 2t10)� i✓20 + i✓00

= h(n+ t10) + i✓10 � i✓20

= h(n) + i�1

for all

n 2 (M00 � 2t10 + t20) \ (M00 � t10) \M00.(54)

In summary, (52) holds for all n in the union of (51) and (54), i.e.,

D1 = (J0,m� ⌧ � 1K [ J⌧ � 1,m� 1K)⇥ J0,m� 1K

provided that ⌧ � 1.
Including other routes for reducing 2t10 � t20 to (1, 0) in D1 can enlarge the

domain of validity for (52). For simplicity of argument, we omit them here.
By repeatedly applying (47) we have the following result.

Proposition 5.1. The relation (52) holds true in the set
[

t2T

⇥
t+D1 \M00 \ (M00 � e1)

⇤
,(55)

which contains Z2
n if

1  ⌧  min{m� 2, (m+ 1)/2}.(56)
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Proof. For n 2 D1 \M00 \ (M00 � e1), we have

h(n+ t) = h(n+ e1)� i�1 + i✓t � i✓00(57)

by (52) and (47).
Hence, by (47) and (57),

h(n+ e1 + t) = h(n+ e1) + i✓t � i✓00

= h(n+ t) + i�1.

In other words, (52) has been extended to t +D1 \M00 \ (M00 � e1). Taking the
union over all shifts, we obtain (55).

For the second part of the proposition, let us write the set (55) explicitly as

q�1[

k,l=0

{tkl + [(J0,m� ⌧ � 1K [ J⌧ � 1,m� 1K) \ J0,m� 2K]⇥ J0,m� 1K}

provided that ⌧ � 1. Note that

[(J0,m� ⌧ � 1K [ J⌧ � 1,m� 1K) \ J0,m� 2K] = J0,m� ⌧ � 1K [ J⌧ � 1,m� 2K
= J0,m� 2K

under m� ⌧ � 1 � ⌧ � 2 or, equivalently, ⌧  (m+ 1)/2. To complete the argument
for the su�cient condition (56), observe that the adjacent rectangles among

(⌧(k, l) + (�1k, �
2
l ) + J0,m� 2K)⇥ J0,m� 1K, k, l = 0, . . . , q � 1,

have zero gap if ⌧  m� 2.

By the same argument under (56), it follows from (49) that for all n 2 Z2
n

h(n+ (0, 1)) = h(n) + i�2 mod i2⇡, �2 := 2i✓01 � i✓02 � i✓00.(58)

In conclusion,

h(n) = h(0) + in · r mod i2⇡ 8n 2 Z2
n,(59)

where r = (�1,�2).

5.2. General perturbation. Next we consider more general perturbations {�ik}
to the raster scan and derive (59).

Let us rewrite (47) in a di↵erent form. Subtracting the respective (47) for t and
t0, we obtain the equivalent form

h(n+ t)� h(n+ t0) = i✓t � i✓t0 mod i2⇡(60)

for any n 2 M00 and t, t0 2 T , which can also be written as

h(n+ t� t0) = h(n) + i(✓t � ✓t0) mod i2⇡(61)

for n 2 Mt0 by shifting the argument of h.
Consider the triplets of shifts

(tkl, tk+1,l, tk+2,l), (tkl, tk,l+1, tk,l+2)
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for which we have

2(tk+1,l � tkl)� (tk+2,l � tkl) = (2�1k+1 � �1k � �1k+2, 0) := (a1k, 0),

2(tk,l+1 � tkl)� (tk,l+2 � tkl) = (0, 2�2l+1 � �2l � �2l+2) := (0, a2l ).

Analogous to (53) and (50) the paths of reduction

(2tk+1,l � tkl � tk+2,l) �! 2(tk+1,l � tkl) �! (tk+1,l � tkl) �! (0, 0)

and

(2tk+1,l � tkl � tk+2,l) �! (tk+1,l � tk+2,l) �! (tk+1,l � tkl) �! (0, 0)

lead to

h(n+ (a1k, 0)) = h(n) + 2i✓k+1,l � i✓k+2,l � i✓kl mod i2⇡(62)

for all n 2 D1
kl, where

D1
kl :=

�
Mkl \ [Mkl � 2tk+1,l + tk+2,l + tkl] \

⇥
Mkl � tk+1,l + tkl

⇤ 
[�

Mkl \
⇥
Mkl + tk+2,l � tk+1,l

⇤ 

=
�
Mkl \

⇥
Mkl � (a1k, 0)

⇤
\[Mkl � (⌧ + �1k+1 � �1k, 0)]

 
[�

Mkl \
⇥
Mkl + (⌧ + �1k+2 � �1k+1, 0)

⇤ 

Likewise, repeatedly applying (61) along the paths,

(2tk,l+1 � tkl � tk,l+2) �! 2(tk,l+1 � tkl) �! (tk,l+1 � tkl) �! (0, 0)

and

(2tk,l+1 � tkl � tk+2,l) �! (tk+1,l � tk+2,l) �! (tk+1,l � tkl) �! (0, 0),

we get

h(n+ (0, a2l )) = h(n) + 2i✓k,l+1 � i✓k,l+2 � i✓kl mod i2⇡(63)

for n 2 D2
kl, where

D2
kl :=

�
Mkl \

⇥
Mkl � 2tk,l+1 + tk,l+2 + tkl

⇤
\
⇥
Mkl � tk,l+1 + tkl

⇤ 
[�

Mkl \
⇥
Mkl + tk,l+2 � tk,l+1

⇤ 

=
�
Mkl \

⇥
Mkl � (0, a2l )

⇤
\
⇥
Mkl � (0, ⌧ + �2l+1 � �2l )

⇤ 
[�

Mkl \
⇥
Mkl + (0, ⌧ + �2l+2 � �2l+1)

⇤ 
.

Lemma 5.2. Let k, l be fixed. Let aik = 2�ik+1 � �ik � �ik+2, i = 1, 2. The relations
(62) and (63) hold true in the sets

[

t2T

⇥
t+D1

kl \Mkl \
�
Mkl �

�
a1k, 0

��⇤
(64)

and
[

t2T

⇥
t+D2

kl \Mkl \
�
Mkl �

�
0, a2l

��⇤
,(65)
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respectively. Both sets contain Z2
n if the following conditions hold: for i = 1, 2,

2⌧  m� max
i=1,2

�
�ik+2 � �ik

 
,(66)

max
i=1,2


|aik|+max

k0

�
�ik0+1 � �ik0

 �
 m� ⌧,(67)

�ik+1 � �ik+2  ⌧  m� 1 + �ik+1 � �ik+2.(68)

Remark 5.3. Proposition 5.1 corresponds to (k, l) = (0, 0) with (66), (67), and
(68) reduced to

1  ⌧  (m+ 1)/2.

Remark 5.4. Inequalities (68) and (67) are smallness conditions for the perturba-
tions relative to the average step size and the overlap between the adjacent probes.
The most consequential condition (66) suggests an average overlap ratio of at least
50%, i.e., undershifted raster scan.

Proof. The argument follows the same pattern as that for Proposition 5.1.
For n 2 D1

kl \M00 \ (M00 � (a1k, 0)), we have

h(n+ t) = h(n+ (a1k, 0))� i(2✓k+1,l � ✓k+2,l � ✓kl) + i✓t � i✓00

by (62) and (47).
Hence, by (47) and (57),

h
�
n+

�
a1k, 0

�
+ t
�
= h

�
n+

�
a1k, 0

��
+ i✓t � i✓00

= h(n+ t) + i (2✓k+1,l � ✓k+2,l � ✓kl) .

Taking the union over all shifts, we obtain the set in (64). The case for (65) is similar.
For the second part of the proposition, note that

Mkl \ (Mkl � (a1k, 0)) = tkl + J0,m� 1� a1kK ⇥ J0,m� 1K if a1k � 0(69)

or tkl + J�a1k,m� 1K ⇥ J0,m� 1K if a1kl < 0.

In the former case in (69) the set (64) contains
[

t2T

⇥
t+ tkl +

�
J0,m� 1� ⌧ � �1k+1 + �1kK [ J⌧ + �1k+2 � �1k+1,m� 1K

�
(70)

⇥ J0,m� 1K \
�
J0,m� 1� a1kK ⇥ J0,m� 1K

�⇤

under the condition

�1k+1 � �1k+2  ⌧  m� 1 + �1k+1 � �1k+2.(71)

Further, the set in (70) becomes
[

t2T

⇥
t+ tkl +

�
J0,m� 1K \ J0,m� 1� a1kK

�
⇥ J0,m� 1K

⇤
(72)

=
[

t2T

⇥
t+ tkl + J0,m� 1� a1kK ⇥ J0,m� 1K

⇤

under the condition

m� 1� ⌧ � �1k+1 + �1k � ⌧ + �1k+2 � �1k+1 � 1.(73)
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The set in (72) contains Z2
n if for each l0 the adjacent sets among

tkl + ⌧(k0, l0) +
�
�1k0 , �2l0

�
+ J0,m� 1� a1kK ⇥ J0,m� 1K,

for k0 = 0, . . . , q � 1, have no gap between them, which is the case if

⌧ + �1k0+1 � �1k0  m� |a1k| 8k0.(74)

Likewise for the latter case in (69) the set in (64) contains
[

t2T

⇥
t+ tkl + (J�a1k,m� 1� ⌧ � �1k+1 + �1kK [ J⌧ + �1k+2 � �1k+1,m� 1K)(75)

⇥ J0,m� 1K \
�
J�a1k,m� 1K ⇥ J0,m� 1K

�⇤

under (71). The set in (75) in turn becomes
[

t2T

⇥
t+ tkl + J�a1k,m� 1K ⇥ J0,m� 1K

⇤

under the condition (73). The set in (76) contains Z2
n if for each l0 the adjacent sets

among
tkl + ⌧(k0, l0) +

�
�1k0 , �2l0

�
+ J�a1k,m� 1K ⇥ J0,m� 1K,

for k0 = 0, . . . , q � 1, have no gap between them, which is the case under the same
condition (74). Reorganizing the conditions (71), (73), and (74), we have (68), (66),
and (67) with i = 1.

The case with (65) can be proved by exactly the same argument as above.

Since Mkl overlaps with Mk+1,l and Mk,l+1, which in turn overlap with Mk+2,l

and Mk,l+2, respectively (and so on), the quantities

�1
k := 2✓k+1,l � ✓k+2,l � ✓kl,(76)

�2
l := 2✓k,l+1 � ✓k,l+2 � ✓kl(77)

on the right-hand side of (62) and (63) depend only on one index.
Suppose further that there exist c1k, c

2
l 2 Z such that

q�1X

k=0

c1ka
1
k =

q�1X

l=0

c2l a
2
l = 1,(78)

i.e., {aji} are co-prime integers for each j = 1, 2.
Then by repeatedly using (62)–(63) we arrive at

h(n+ (1, 0)) = h

 
n+

 
X

k

c1ka
1
k, 0

!!
= h(n) + ir1 mod i2⇡,

h(n+ (0, 1)) = h

 
n+

 
0,
X

l

c2l a
2
l

!!
= h(n) + ir2 mod i2⇡,

where

r1 =
q�1X

k=0

c1k�
1
k, r2 =

q�1X

l=0

c2l�
2
l .(79)

Therefore, we obtain (59) with r = (r1, r2) given by (79). Following through the rest
of the argument we can prove the following result.
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Theorem 5.5. Suppose that f does not vanish in Z2
n. For the perturbed raster

scan (41), let {�ijk} be the subset of perturbations satisfying

2⌧  m� max
i=1,2

{�ijk+2 � �ijk},(80)

max
i=1,2


|aijk |+max

k0
{�ik0+1 � �ik0}

�
 m� ⌧,(81)

�ijk+1 � �ijk+2  ⌧  m� 1 + �ijk+1 � �ijk+2,(82)

where aij = 2�ij+1 � �ij � �ij+2, i = 1, 2. Suppose

gcd
jk

�
|aijk |

�
= 1, i = 1, 2.(83)

Let r = (r1, r2) 2 R2 be given by (79) and {cji} be any solution to (78) such that {cijk}
are the only nonzero entries.

Then both the object and probe errors have a constant scaling factor and an a�ne
phase profile:

g(n)/f(n) = ↵�1(0) exp(in · r),(84)

⌫0(n)/µ0(n) = ↵(0) exp(i�(0)� in · r).(85)

Further the block phases have an a�ne profile:

✓kl = ✓00 + tkl · r mod 2⇡(86)

for k, l = 0, . . . , q � 1.

Remark 5.6. It can be verified through a tedious calculation that (86) (with
(76)–(77), (78), and (79)) is an underdetermined linear system for {✓kl}, which is
consistent with the fact that the a�ne phase ambiguity (1)–(2) is inherent to any
blind ptychography.

Proof. It remains to verify (85) and (85), which follow immediately from (45) and
(84).

The block phase relation (86) follows upon substituting t = tkl and (84) into (45).
To summarize, we have shown that the scaling factor in (85) and the a�ne phase

ambiguity, in (84) and (85), are the only ambiguities for the slightly perturbed raster
scan (41).

6. Numerical experiments. In this section we demonstrate geometric conver-
gence for blind ptychography with the perturbed raster scan (41).

Let F(⌫, g) 2 CN be the totality of the Fourier (magnitude and phase) data
corresponding to the probe ⌫ and the object g such that |F(µ, f)| = b, where b is the
noiseless ptychographic data. Since F(·, ·) is a bilinear function, Akh := F(µk, h), k �
1, defines a matrix Ak for the kth probe estimate µk and Bk⌘ := F(⌘, fk+1), k � 1,
for the (k + 1)st image estimate fk+1 such that Akfj+1 = Bjµk, j � 1, k � 1. Let

Pk = AkA
†
k be the orthogonal projection onto the range of Ak and Rk = 2Pk � I the

corresponding reflector. Likewise, let Qk = BkB
†
k be the orthogonal projection onto

the range of Bk and Sk the corresponding reflector.
We use the amplitude-based objective function

L(y) = 1

2
k|y|� bk22,(87)
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(a) f ’s real part (b) f ’s imaginary part (c) Randomly phased probe

Fig. 3. The real part (a) and the imaginary part (b) of the object and (c) randomly phased
probe µ00 where the color bar shows the probe phase in [�⇡,⇡].

which is nonconvex due to nonconvexity of phase retrieval (see [11] for discussion
of other choices of objective functions). Blind ptychography is doubly nonconvex
because, in addition to phase retrieval, extracting the probe and the object from the
exit waves is also nonconvex.

For most nonconvex optimization, a good initialization is needed for convergence
to the true solution (a global minimizer). For blind ptychography, however, we can
at best hope for convergence to the true solution, up to the inherent ambiguities of
a constant scaling factor and an a�ne phase factor. Worse still, all ptychographic
solutions, including noninherent ambiguities, are global minimizers of L in (87). How
is the algorithm going to distinguish a ptychographic solution from the true one?

In our simulation we initialize the probe estimate according to

|�� �0| < ⇡/2, �(n) = arg
⇥
µ1(n)/µ

00(n)
⇤

8n 2 M00(88)

for some arbitrary constant �0, where � is well defined since µ00 vanishes nowhere.
The choice of the initial probe amplitude |µ1| is not essential. The constant phase
factor �0 can be absorbed into the object estimate and set to zero. In other words,
the probe guess gets the phase “roughly” right at every pixel. This, however, does
not mean the initial probe is close to the true probe in any standard metric as, even
with |µ1(n)| = |µ00(n)| = const., the probe guess with uniformly distributed � in
(�⇡/2,⇡/2] has the relative error (RE) close to

s
1

⇡

Z ⇡/2

�⇡/2
|ei� � 1|2d� =

s

2

✓
1� 2

⇡

◆
⇡ 0.8525

with high probability. Moreover, (88) allows many ambiguities given in Theorem 4.3
such as the periodic (r = 0) ambiguities associated with arbitrary | | < ⇡/2 in (26)
and (29).

As it stands, (88) represents certain prior information on the probe. In Algorithm
1, however, we enforce (88) only initially, but not in subsequent iterations.

The inner loops for updating the object and probe estimates are carried out
by the Douglas–Rachford splitting method as detailed in [3, 11]: At epoch k, for
l = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

ul+1
k =

1

2
ul
k +

1

2
b� sgn

�
Rku

l
k

�
, u1

k = u1
k�1,(89)

vl+1
k =

1

2
vlk +

1

2
b� sgn

⇣
Skv

l
k

⌘
, v1k = v1k�1,(90)
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Algorithm 1. Alternating minimization

1: Input: initial probe guess µ1.
2: Update the object estimate fk+1 = argminL(Akg) s.t. g 2 Cn⇥n.
3: Update the probe estimate µk+1 = argminL(Bk⌫) s.t. ⌫ 2 Cm⇥m.
4: Terminate if L(Bkµk+1) stagnates or is less than tolerance; otherwise, go back to

step 2 with k ! k + 1.

with the object estimate fk+1 = A†
ku

1
k and the probe estimate µk+1 = B†

kv
1
k , where

u1
k and v1k are terminal values of the kth epoch of the inner loops.

In the absence of additional prior information, any ptychographic solution, includ-
ing all the ambiguities, is expected to be a fixed point of any iterative reconstruction.
For Algorithm 1 with (89)–(90), this statement can be verified directly [11]. Since,
as noted before, a significant portion of the periodic ambiguities in Theorem 4.3 are
continuously distributed within the bound (88), the regular raster scan (with ⌧ > 1)
would pose a great hinderance to reconstruction. Our numerical results with the ir-
regular raster scans indicate that µ1 under (88) falls in the basin of attraction of the
true solution (up to the inherent ambiguities) in the sense of vanishing RE defined by

RE(k) = min
↵2C,k2R2

kf(k)� ↵e�ı2⇡k·r/nfk(k)k2
kfk2

,(91)

where fk is the recovered object at the kth epoch.
For e�ciency, we keep the maximum number of iterations in the inner loop at 30

in our simulation.
The object is the 256-by-256 Cameraman+ i Barbara (CiB) (Figure 3(a), (b)).

We use the randomly phased probe whose phases are 60⇥ 60 independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) uniform random variables over [0, 2⇡) (Figure 3(c)). The
randomly perturbed raster scans (41) and (42) have the average step size ⌧ = 30
and perturbations �1k (resp., �1kl) and �

2
l (resp., �2kl) which are i.i.d. uniform random

variables over J�4, 4K. The average overlapping ratio 1 � ⌧/m = 50% is near the
theoretical minimum.

When the probe steps outside of the boundary of the object domain, the marginS
kl Mkl \ Z2

n needs special treatment in the reconstruction process. We test five dif-
ferent boundary conditions. The periodic boundary condition forces the slope r in the
linear phase ambiguity to be integer-valued. The dark-field and bright-field boundary
conditions assume zero and nonzero (=100 in the simulation) values, respectively, in
the margin. Depending our knowledge of the boundary condition, we may or may not
enforce it.

Figure 4 shows RE over 100 epochs for the sampling schemes (41) and (42),
with each curve corresponding to one run under a di↵erent boundary condition. In
each case, (42) outperforms (41) with a faster convergence rate. This suggests that
a higher level of disorder in the sampling scheme is better for ptychohgraphy (see
also [3] and [11]). On the other hand, the regular raster scan (with ⌧ > 1) results in
a non-vanishing RE (not shown) since the initialization condition (88) includes many
other fixed points associated with the ambiguities given in Theorem 4.3.

For both perturbed schemes, the periodic boundary condition produces the fastest
convergence, while the unenforced dark-field condition produces the slowest one. The
constant bright-field boundary condition, when adopted and enforced, removes the
a�ne phase ambiguity from the object estimate (i.e., r = 0). Enforcing the dark-field
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(a) RE vs. epoch with (41) (b) RE vs epoch with (42)

Fig. 4. RE versus epoch for various boundary conditions with the sampling scheme (a) (41)
and (b) (42). The di↵erence in the vertical ranges in (a) and (b) indicates faster convergence with
(42).

boundary condition, however, does not remove the a�ne phase ambiguity. In both
cases, enforcement of boundary condition speeds up the convergence.

7. Conclusion. We have studied the artifacts in blind ptychographic reconstruc-
tion from the perspective of uniqueness theory of inverse problems, in addition to the
inherent ambiguities of a constant scaling factor and an a�ne phase factor. We have
given a complete characterization of blind ptychographic ambiguities for the regular
raster scan including the periodic and nonperiodic ambiguities.

The periodic ambiguities are the raster grid pathology reported in the optics
literature, while the nonperiodic ambiguities have an a�ne profile varying on the
intermediate scale of ⌧ ⇥ ⌧ block, instead of the fine scale of pixels as the a�ne phase
factor. To the best of our knowledge, such an ambiguity has not been reported in the
literature.

We have proved that a slightly perturbed undershifted raster scan can remove all
the ambiguities except for those inherent to any blind ptychography. In comparison,
the same goal is approached in [1] not by changing the raster scan but by restricting
to a set of generic objects.

For the perturbed undershifted raster scan (41) with small random �ij , it is highly
probable that the co-prime condition (83) holds for large q and hence only the inherent
ambiguities are present under (80)–(82) [19]. It would be interesting to see if the
analysis presented in section 5 can be extended to other scan patterns in practice,
such as the concentric circles [6, 36, 37], the Fermat spiral [13], and those designed
for Fourier ptychography [13].

Empirically speaking, in a noisy ptychographic experiment with the raster scan,
as the step size shrinks, raster grid pathology becomes less apparent and eventually
invisible before the step size reaches 1 [14] (cf. Corollary 4.5). The a�ne phase
ambiguity and the raster grid pathology can also be suppressed by additional prior
information such as the Fourier intensities of the probe [23].
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